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Context

◦ I work at Holcombe Brook Primary 

School, Lancashire, England.  

◦ Our School Development Plan involved a 

push on embedding new reading schemes 

this year, including Power of  Reading 

(CLPE) and Wayne Tennent approach to 

Guided Reading.

◦ We launched an Teachers’ Reading Group, 

in which individual teachers identified areas 

of  their own classrooms & practice which 

needed development.

◦ My class target was to improve the level of  

book talk between children.



OU 
Research 

inspiration 
and rationale

I was inspired to develop a RfP pedagogy 
(Cremin et al., 2014)  which includes:

◦ Social reading environments

◦ Reading aloud

◦ Independent reading

◦ Informal book talk, inside-text talk and 
recommendations

This was to enable children to form opinions, 
thereby increasing engagement in reading 
through being able to choose more 
specifically.

Also the peer element of  having friend 
recommend what they had read would 
increase their likelihood of  choosing to read 
a book. 

The reward of  presenting their book review 
to peers would increase engagement in 
choosing to read from our class library.



Aims

To develop informal book 
talk, inside-text talk and 

recommendations
This was in response to 

having a class library 
with a great choice of  
high-quality literature, 
but which for some 
children, was hard to 
navigate or access.

To increase levels of  
reading engagement at a 
time when children were 

transitioning more 
towards choosing books 
independently to read.



Outline

1. I took inspiration from Twitter and designed 
conversation threads on which the children 
could write a book review.

2. They had to write Name and Author, a 3-word 
review, and a “What’s so good about it?” 
comment.

3. I also had the children design their own emojis 
which they could stick onto their comments.

4. Beneath their Twitter reviews, fellow classmates 
could then stick “Like” heart buttons and even 
add their replies below.

5. For each child who posted a review, I gave them 
a spotlight session, where they could stand at the 
front of  the class and promote their book.  The 
class could then ask questions about the book, 
and at the end – those who liked the review 
could ask to read the book next and add 
recommendations of  similar books to the one 
being reviewed.







Impact
◦ Huge engagement because the children designed their own emojis – created their “online” 

image to suit their personalities.

◦ Twitter is social media too – so this was a safe way to explore using social media to 
communicate with each other without a teacher guiding the conversation.  This generated 
lots of  book talk between peers.

◦ The 3 word review encouraged language development as children had to persuade their 
audience to continue reading their review by only 3 words – they also had to thoroughly 
know the story to capture its essence.

◦ The What’s So Good About It?  space provided a platform for sharing personal opinions, 
and the option to reply enabled peers to give their personal thoughts either about the book 
itself  or about what their peer had written.

◦ For children who were less confident at writing reviews or selecting books, this removed 
that barrier as more and more recommendations appeared on the walls.

◦ The Whole Class Q&A sessions were very popular – children were lining up to ask if  they 
could do one!  They had to, of  course have read the book first and then children could ask 
questions to determine if  they would read the book or not.  Even knowing they could have 
the opinion not to like a book increased engagement in the process.

◦ A nice outcome of  this was an increase in children making links between books, as the 
Q&A sessions revealed common themes and narrative styles, and favourite authors.







Reflections 
on impact 
the TaRs

research had 
on practice

Aspects of  the Teachers as Readers 
(TaRs) research which has influenced 
my practice

• Having a love of  reading and an ever-growing 
knowledge of  children’s literature in order to 
inspire children and make recommendations

• Create an easy-to-access reading environment 
which is visually engaging and owned by the 
pupils in how it is laid out.

• Increase pupil-owned, pupil led book talk.

• Give time for independent reading each day.

Next steps

• Perhaps have a read-aloud spotlight to focus 
children on choosing their favourite part of  
the story to persuade other children to read it.

• Reading record change from a ticklist of  books 
read, to post-read activities linked to the book.


